A stochastic automaton model for simulating kinesin processivity.
Cellular interactions of kinesin-1, an adenosine triphosphate (ATP)-driven motor protein capable of undergoing multiple steps on a microtubule (MT), affect its mechanical processivity, the number of steps taken per encounter with MT. Even though the processivity of kinesin has been widely studied, a detailed study of the factors that affect the stepping of the motor along MT is still lacking. We model the cellular interactions of kinesin as a probabilistic timed automaton and use the model to simulate the mechanical processivity of the motor. Theoretical analysis suggests: (i) backward stepping tends to be powered by ATP hydrolysis, rather than ATP synthesis, (ii) backward stepping powered by ATP synthesis is more likely to happen with limiting ATP concentration ([ATP]) at high loads and (iii) with increasing load the frequency of backward stepping powered by ATP hydrolysis at high [ATP] is greater than that powered by ATP synthesis at limiting [ATP]. Together, the higher frequency of backward stepping powered by ATP hydrolysis than by ATP synthesis is found to be a reason for the more dramatic falling of kinesin processivity with rising load at high [ATP] compared with that at low [ATP]. Simulation results further show that the processivity of kinesin can be determined by the number of ATP hydrolysis and synthesis kinetic cycles taken by the motor before becoming inactive. It is also found that the duration of a backward stepping cycle at high loads is more likely to be less than that of a forward stepping cycle. h.r.khataee@griffithuni.edu.au or a.liew@griffith.edu.au.